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NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL MEASURES FOR FULL El4PLOYMh."'IiT: REPORT BY A GROUP OF 

EXPERTS APPOINTED BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL (E/1584) (Continued) 

1. Mr. EZEKIEL (Food and Agriculture Organization) stated that FAO had 

not had sufficient time for detailed study or final judgment of the report. FAO 

however welcomed the initiative of the Economic and Social Council and the 

Committee of Experts in giving impetus to further study of the problem. 

2. Clearly the problem of unemployment was of great concern to farmers, 

whose markets depended upon the level of economic activity. Even slight 

declines in en~loyment were reflected in reduced income and reduced buying power 

for farmers. F AO was therefore seriously concerned over measures to reduce 

agricultural output in certain countries. 

3. Mr. Ezekiel indicated that the report ignored the fact that current 

Government full employment programmes in the international field were generally 

mutually destructive, since they either represented reciprocal efforts to defend 

one economy at the expense of others, or involved the redirection of foreign 

trade and production in order to secure products from sour~vs which were less 

advantageous but had softer currencies, while hard currency countries restricted 

'f;.hoi)." · outpwt_ tc.· make u;p .£or· v.al'l:ishing a.'CpOrts. The Commission ehould bear in 

/mind 
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mind that the alternative to the recommendations in the report was the prevailing 

ineffective and destructive policy in world trade. The question was treated in 

paragraphs 56 and 57 in theoretical detail, but care must be taken to avoid 

generaicoUnter-cyclical action. 

4. Discussion of the report was helpful in that most members of the 

Commission had.not opposed tb.e general methods to be used in achieving full 

employment. Although differences of opinion arose regarding mechanismS for 

carrs1ng a programme of full employment into effect, economists seemed to have 

reached general agreement regarding causes and cures for unemployment. 
·-5. ·Referring to the suggestion of the Chairman regarding the necessity 

of overhauling international machinery, Mr. Ezekiel recailed that FAO had made 

far-reaching and dynamic proposals for change, which Governments had so far·· 
·· · been 1mw1lling to iiccept. 

6. Without at that stage commenting on the individual detailed proposals 

contained in the- report;·he stressed the fact that one of the importantaspects 

of the entire. probleni:was that, if an expanding world economy was to be 
-··' .·- . ' ' -

successfUlly achieved, it must be different from the situation prevailing in 

th~ past, when the expanding, rising consumption level had been far more 
. . 

marked in the wes:tern world than in the East. One of the essential advances-·.: 

was the recognition that rising standards of living were necessary for the East 

. as. well as the We~t.- Due attentio~ must be given to the development of 

technical assistance and the report was espe'cially. commendable in its emphasis 

-~~-the position of ~der~developed 'cbUn.tries. 

7. Referring to the re-commendations in the report for changes in iiiter-

n~·uonal financial. instituti-ons, particularly paragraph 195, which would make 

financing by the B8.:nk more broadiy representative, Mr. Ezekiel stated that FAb 

was gratified to find that that recommendation was similar to those previously 

contained in reports of the FAO. 

8. He expressed tlle hope that the report woUld be seriously considere·d 

and acted upon by Governments. 

9. Mr. FISHER (International Monetary Fund} stated that the report l'aised 

many questions on both the policy and the technical levels, on which it was 

hardly possible to take a firm position without further careful study. The 

statem~nt of the Fund must therefore be regarded as provisio~l. 
/10. The Fund 
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10, The Fund, was, however, necessarily concerned with the problema whi.ch 

:night e.ri&e when, either before or after the difficul ti.es caused by the current 

interr..atlonal disequilibrium had been resolved, the effects of so-call.ed nor:zral 

cyolical fluctuations must again te faced. Since reaponsibili ty for dealine> 

with these probl~ms must be widely shared, the Fund welcomed. the insistence of 

the expe:t·ta upon the close int.erdepzndenca of policy measuras 1n the various 

relev.ant fields. · Partly for that reason, it would be unprofitable to enter into 

a discussion of the technical questions raised in those parts of the report 

specifically directed tow.rda act;ivitiea for which the Fund had a spec~l 

responsibility. In a sene~, those were contingent questions which would depend 

on actions taken in other direct lone. 

11. · He recf!lled that the Funi lad the important function of protecting 

th~ payments :poaitic,n of ita members eo that balance ?f :pa)1llents pressures w~ld 

. not become' intolerable dtlring the ~eriod when more far-rae.ching e....'"ld permanent 

measures sui tab:la to the circumatapces of indi vi<lual countries werd being 

a:p:plied. To tha. t end, it might be necessary at an e.p:propria te time to increase 

the· resources -of tha Fund. It was~ hcwevar, also ess .. mtial that aey more liberal 

provision of financial :protection should not be regarded as ma.kir..g 1 t easy for . 

members to avoid or unduly postpone any necessary adjustments in thefr trading 

poai tion to st:ructural changes in world economy. The acti vi ~iea of the FUnd had 

already been directed towards protection of .. the balance of payments position of 

its members, care being taken at the same time to ensure that its resources were 

not used to perpetuate any existing fundamental disequilibrium in the balance of 

international transactions. If remedial or preventive measures could be applied 

in advance, the situation would of course be still m~re favourable. The Fund 

w.s always ready to coJ.4,aborate with its Ill6mbere for that :purpose. 

12. Mr. RAAVELMO (Norway) stated, in connexion with the prcpoaaJ.s for 

dealing with the report, tmt he would be in favour of recc::l'lr.J.OiJ:Eng that the 

Economic and Social Council ahuuld tranami t the report to G-o·HH"'CJW~nt,s· for study. 

The Norwegian Government had not had title to co~tti,lor tha.~ l)::..'O:f'~.:ld.l, 'ltut 

Mr. Haavelmo was oonfi~ent that it would not object. 

/13. He further 
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13. H..., further &uggested. that it should be recommended tba t the su:rmr.ary 

recorda should be studied in close connexion with the report, ·since the various 

coillilients and cri ticiem.a they contained would be helpful. The Commission should 

in 1 ta · discussions stress questions of principle and broad general considera

tions. 

14. The CHAIRMAN noted that since all members had presented general state-

ments on the report as a whole, the Commission would, as previously agreed, 

proceed to a more d.eta.Ued discussion of specific puts of the report. 

Part III z. 1A 

15. Mr. :FLEMING (United Kingdom) stat-ed that, in his opinion, the Commiasic 

could best contribute to the discussion of the report by setting itself the 

object of comnenting on the suggestions of the group of experts, prestinting the 

arguments for and against those suggestions Without seeking to adopt a definitive 

position on any of the recommendations. 

16. Turning to the question of a full employment target, he obserTed that 

the arguments seemed to 'te in its favour. All countries, especially the major 

industrial countries, should give some indication of the quantitative standards 

wh~ch they would set in employment policy. Such indications would help other 

countries in their o'Wil planning and also ~orecaating their balance of payments. 

FurthermorA, the announcing of su9h targets would set useful standards of achieve

ment and, if appropriately set, would stimulate confidence nationally and inter

nationally. 

17.. He recognized the technical objections to full employment targets, 

especially in primary producing countries where self-employment was important. 

He noted that the canadian and French representa. ti vee had emphasized the import

ance of structural unemployment and the substantial variations in such employment. 

In large countries it w.as possible for such changes to ie cancelled out, but in 

smaller countries the overall variations were greater. In any case the problem 

remained even for large countries. 

/18. There 
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18. There were two types of structural unemployment: unemployment in expor\. 

industries of a tem:porary nature, which could not be remedied by general measures 

for expanding the aggregate demand, and unemployment caused by long-term shifts 

in demand for products. If attempts were zrade to overcome those structural 

difficulties by raising the aggregate det.:~.nd through broad fiscal measures, some 

success would be achieved in elimins. ting structural unemployment but tm t might 

also create labour shortage and inflationary pressures. However, in spite of 

the general tendency to separate the different types of unemployment, experience 

in the United Kingdom had shown that structural unemployment was a function of 

the general de:rm.nd situation. It ws essential to bave prosperous industries 

to vrhich labour might shift from depressed industries. If the aggre€13-te demand 

were raised enough unemployment would ~en be el~inated in the depressed in-
' the 

dustries. In the final analysis, however,/solution might be of a temporary nature 

and the structural difficulties might re-emerge. 

19. In order to meet the difficulties of structural unemployment, Gove:rn.mentF 

should be free to include some index of the labour shortage in the target formulas 

they adopted. The easiest method wo~d be to subtract unfilled vacancies from 

the unemployment figures and relate the target to the revised figure. 

20. He emphasized that no guaraintees would be expected in connexion with 

targets adopted by Governments. The appearance of dislocation would justify 

f.ailure to achieve the target set. The experts had been wise in suggesting a 

range rather tban a single figure. In tbat wy Gover.n.ments could make limited 

use of v.sriations in their internal situation as a m0ana of coping with balance 

of payments difficulties. Most Governmer."t9 were, however, unwilling to see large 

variations in employment uaed.as a.method of adjusting their balance of payments 

deficiencies. 

21. Clearly, Governments must be ·free to determine and shift their own 

targets. It would be wrong for the United Nations to try to allocate or impose 

targets in any way. Moreover, each country should be free to determine the 

precise nature of the fonnula which it would adopt. 

/22. Mr. DEUTSCH 
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22. !<11'. D:B,'UTSCII (Canada) agreed with the United Kingd.om on the value of 

fixing full employment targets, but subject to several reservations. The 

choice of the target device might suit some countries better than others, 

particv.la.rly the highly develo~ed countries, which were less exposed to 

fluctuations affecting primary products end exports, The Canadian Gove~ent 

had reaffirmed on Ill£l.ny occasions its intention of adopting a policy for the 

maintenance of high levels of employment. It had. not, however, defined those 

levels mathematically, becanse it '\lias faced with special problems of seasonal 

unemployment and export and :pril:ilary product fluctuation, The point at which 

measures were taken and ·iJhe nat1.1.re of those mee.sures would depend upon the 

variables in the situation, Ranges rather than precise figures vrould have to 

be used in the selection of specific targets arn such targets would have to 

be subject to periodic revision~ It might be doubted, ~1erefore, whether 

there was aeything to be gainetl by naming a specific figure. A far more 

comprehensive examination would be needed before a really useful device for 

fixing targets could be evolved. 

23. Mro HO (China) thought that the fixing of employment targets might be 

useful at the national level, but might be meaningless at the international 

level because conditions varied from one country to another. It was hard to 

see how targets could ever be usefully fixed for countries in the pre-industrial 

or transitional stage. 

21.;.., Mr. LUBIN (United States of America) was perturbed by the pl~oblems 

involved in fixing a practical and rational target based upon unemployment 

figl:tres to determine the point at vrhich autnmatic compensatory measu:ces would 

be applied; such a method might be applicable to one country, whereo.s H might 

have no relevance whatever to conditions in another. The definition of 

"unemployment" given in paragraph 146 of the experts' report (E/158id was 

inadequate. The mwber of persons unemployed at a given moment was in 

reality a functionct the culture of the country concerned. If the school 

leaving age of a country, for example, were fourteen, the total of unemployed 

/would include, 
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ivould include, for the purposes of fixing the target, all those leaving school 

at that age, so that the compensatory meusures would have to be applied at an 

earlier date than would be the case with a country with a school leaving age 

of sixteen. 

25. In the Unitod States of ~erica, approximately 600,000 persons 

annually had to be absorbed into the labour force. T.hat figure was a function 

of United States laws, as most states had a school lBaving age of sixteen 

and a retirement age of sixty-five. 

26. Other cultural factors would also have to be taken into account in 

est:!matinc the tarcet figure. In 1948, there had been a cons:idf~r~;.;.'ble increase 

of so-called 'Private pensions in the United ltetes, notably in t!:s 0ts,7l and 

automobile industries. Such private pensions, howe·rer, w:;re sc:.·Ec~:-:t=s not 

large enough to withdraw the rdcipients from the la."bour :rr;J.rl'<Yb,, S."':. ti".arefore, 

the target were to be put i'"l.to et!'ect at t.~e !llO&eat a certaln pe.;:·o::t;;J.ta;;e figure 

was reached, one country might be at a. disadvantage in relation to another, 

because it might, as a result of its cultural.habits, have to apply the target 

earlier than a country which would not begin to apply it until it had more 

unemployment than appeared on the surface. Unemployment as defined in 

paragraph 146 should not, therefore, be the sole criterion for fixing the tarBet. 

In addition to the factors suggested by the United Kingiom representative, 

some formula must be found to cover the aspects both of employment and of 

unemployment, because a high level of unemployment might well co-exist with 

a very high level of employment. 

27. Furthermore, the report made no provision for the self.-employed. 

In the United States there were six million independent farmers and from 

three to five million self-employed persons. Unemployment in those categories 

was a very important factor at certain stages in the business cycle; it must 

be taken into consideration. The bankrupt small merchant was just as much 

unemployed as the industrial worker who had been laid off. 

28. Another problem was that of the appropriate action in situations in 

which aggregate unemployment in specific industries due to structural conditions 

was large enough to approach the target, yet none of·the suggested remedial 

compensatory measures was appropriate to that particular situation. 

/29. Mr. Lubin 
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29. Hr. Lubin jnstanced the boom wh~_ch bad occurred in the iiDmediate post-war 

period in the New Enc;lruid textile ind.ust:r-y. Subsequently, the market had been 

aa"t.urated and inventorJ.ea had been replaced; emploJ'!llent and production had 

consequently been drastically reduced. A considerable cont::cibuting factor in 

that reduction had, however, been the change in cansurnpti.on habits affecting the 

particular type of goods produced in the New EnGland mi.Us, whereas no such change 

had adversely affected the industry in the Southern 3-L<ttes, at least in terms of 

emplo~nt. Even if the Government employed deficit financing, the ttme required 

to prodt...:a new effective demand would be eo lCll'lG and the prospect of success so 

unceitain that, in assessing the improbability of any increase in effective demand, 

it would be impossible to distincsuish between structural employment and ineffective 

demand. In other vrords, a very thorough inveatlgation must be made of methods to 

determine whether ineffective demand vas the l"'!esult of insufficient purchasin:::; 

power or of a chan:::;e in cultural habits invoJTing e. cons1derable time lag. 

· 30. The CBAit"'1MAN, speakinc~ as the representative Of Australla, deprecated 

attempts to interpret the experts' re.:?crt too rlgidly. The experts had not 

intended that the tar3et should ay"'1ly equally tc all countr:!.es, but only to those 

whose economic develo:pment :made its alYJljcation a;>iJl'o.fJriate. The experts had 

clearly believed that loca:l factors should be taken ~nto account in f1x:in'3 

different targets for each country. The tecbn:ical objectj_ona with regard 

especially to the self-employed, raised by the re.;)reaenta~ive of the United States, 

appea~ed to be a fine distinction rather than a basic .Problem; it could be 

adjusted by statistical experts. The Australian Government had found that, 

statistically, the unemployment of theself-employed tended to fluctuate in 

close proportion to general economic conditions. 

31. There was same question whether unemploJ~ent in specific industries, 

particularly in the export industries, was due to cyclical or to structural 

chances. That question had been studled in same detail in paragraphs 90 to 97 

of the report. There was reason to suppose that variability in the demand 

for exports was not necessarily an arGument against the validity of 

/action targets. 
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action targets. It was to some extent truo that the measures proposed might 

not be very efficacious for the s:maller countries, particularly the exporting 

countries; if, however, they wel'e applied to the :major conouming centres, 

variability of demand m:i,ght be eliminated, and the problems of the smaller 

countries would thus bo more eaaily solved. 

32. The fixing of the proposed tar,seta was undoubtedly not easy; but he 

agreed with the United Kingdom representative that t~1e difficulties involved 

should be re.3a.rded as a challenge to find eom.e alternative method. 

33. Hr. EZEKIEL (Food and Agriculture Orca.nization) felt that it was 

disturbing from the agricultural V"teWI>oint that the amom1t of unemployment 

considered by the press and GoveriW=lnts as ~Jearable seemed to expand in 

proportion to the increase in uneT.~,Ployment. It would therefore be desirable 

to have a publicly stated emp~t tft.¥t in _.dar to eliminate such changes 

of view and to render impossible the postponement of urgent and essential 

measures. He suggested tha. t there should be a minimum figure, three per cent 

for example, which should serve as a caut:J.on level, and a maximum figure 1 

four per cent, at which action should be taken. 

34. Miss SENDER (American Federation of Labor) agreed with the 

representative of Australia that the tar0et should not be too rig5.dly 

interpreted. Each country should detennine its own target, taking into 

account the nature, structural or otherwise, of the unemployment. Some 

Government~ in fact, had already drawn up plana to be put into effect at a 

given danGer point. 

35. Mr. de SEYNES (France) asked the United States representative to 

vrhat extent self-employed persona and farmers were taken into account in 

United States employment statistics. 

36. Mr. LUBIN (United States of Americ~;~.) replied that the statistics were 

baaed on a r.1onthly ceneua taken by sampling methode and included anyone who 

was available for and seekins work, 1. e. the total labour force. 

/37. Mr. EVANS 
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37. Mr. Ji.."'VANS (Interl'UI.tion'll Labour Or3anisation) drew attention to the 

fact that the International Confe:cenee of La.bou.r Statisticians which had been 

held two years previously had revealed great divergencies in national 

practice and had made cortain recommendatior~ with a view to achievinG 

greater conformity; there was, however, an inevitabJe time lag in their 

implementation. 

38. Some years previously the Internc.tional IJtJ.bour Conference had 

decided tmt in applying the :policy of tinrlng public works, "consideration 

should be given not only to the employment ei tua tion in the country as a uhole 

bat also to the si tua.tion in each area and to the particular types of skill 

available in the area concerned". The Employment Serrice Corwontion of 191~8 

had entrusted that timing to tb.e puolic employtllent service of e:'l.ch co1mtry. 

39. He felt that there would be :practical difficultles i:l. the way of 

applying the proposals contained in :pa!"£~gra:ph 146 of the l~e:9o:~:t in countries 

where unemployment statistics \tOl""e based. aolely on unem.:p'byment insurance 

data and where statistics on unmuployed persona not coverod by insurance 

were not readily available. 

· 40. Mr. FL~mNG (United Kincdom), referriD.G to the effect of aggregate 

demand on structural unemployment, pointed out that al+.hough in the summer of 

1949 exports from the United Y..iDJdom had declined by approximately twenty 

per cent compared with the previous Winter's level and had subsequently 

recovered, there had been absolutely no change in the unemployment level, 

which had remained stationary at one and a half per cent. Goods had merely 

been switched from the. export to the home market and back. When there was a 

high level of seneral demand, structural difficulties were lees than they 

might appear. 

41. Mr. LUBIN (Uni-ted States of America) stated that the experience in 

the United States had been the contrary. The increase in consumer 

expen~iture in 1949 had not been sufficient to absorb the increased number of 

workers available. Furthermore, the pcai tion could be expected to deteriorate 

in 1950 as 400,000 ex-Servicemen would then graduate under the G.I. Bill of 

Rights and the econa::zy \rould therefore have to absorb one million new workers 

compared to the yearly average of 600,000. 
/42 • M:r. l-1EJNTRA. UB 
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42. Hr. 'VIEINTPAUB (Secretary of the Commission) C!.rew· attention to the 

footnote on pages 40 ancl 41 of the .ceport, in which the experts elaborated 

their cone)E:lption of the targe·:~ and introduced the idea of a signal level. Re 

quoted the second sentence to show that the experts were aware that two 

figureB m~;t be kept in mind: a target ran3e of between two and four per cent 

and a signal figure two and a half per :::ent above t'b-':i.t; it was only when the 

signal figure was reached that automatic compenao.tn:oy measures were 

recommended. The margin between the two figures would take into ac~ount 

increases in all types of unemployment and automatic compensatory action 

would not necessarily have to be taken until the signal level was exceeded 

for a spec:i.fied period of time. The footnote therefore included 

Mr. Ezekiel' a idea of a cautionary e.nd an action figure. 

43. With regard to the question of the availability of statistics, he 

~xplained that the expertf' md discussed several questions which were not 

included in the report e,;.1d had been aware of the problem raised by the 

absence of data. In fact they bad a recommendation on statistics in 

paragraph 1.81. They had also sug.::ested that the specialized agencies 

and the United Nations miGht give technical assistance to overcome 

. statistical difficulties. They had assumed that if a Government undertook 

~o maintain full employment, that implied that it knew the facts or would 

make every effort to ascertain them. 

The meeting rose at 4 )~0 :p •El-• 

24/1 p.m. 




